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Scarlet has captured the hearts of readers as well as the heart of Robin Hood, and after ceaseless

obstacles and countless threats, readers will finally find out the fate of the Lady Thief.Only the

greatest loves can survive great danger. . . Imprisoned by Prince John for months, Scarlet finds

herself a long way from Nottinghamshire. After a daring escape, she learns that King Richard's life

is in jeopardy, and Eleanor of Aquitaine needs Scarlet's help to free him. For a lifelong thief, this

newfound allegiance to the crown-her family-is a strange feeling.Scarlet knows that helping Eleanor

will put her and those she loves back in Prince John's sights. Desperate not to risk anyone's life but

her own, Scarlet formulates a plan to help save the king on her own. But fate-and her heart-won't

allow her to stay away from Nottinghamshire for long. Even if Scarlet and Rob can together stop

Prince John from going through with his dark plans for England, will their love be enough to save

them once and for all?
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I wasn't ready to say goodbye to the friends I had found in these pages. Whether it was the side

characters, who I surprisingly teared up for more than once, or Rob and Scar, they all stood out and



became unforgettable. Each of them helped make this trilogy my favorite retelling of Robin Hood

ever! But I do have a warning, that ending left me wanting so much more! But regardless of the

ending, if you're looking for a series that is filled with action, adventure, love, honor, and friendship

then this is your book!We started out the story with Scar in prison, guarded by a new character

David. Let it be known, that I absolutely adored David! He accompanied Scar on her journey, after

her escape from Prince John's imprisonment, and his interaction with another character had he

laughing so hard! The banter between David and this other character, who shall not be named,

made me feel as though they were falling for each other. But their conflicts, banter, and secret

moments were left unanswered. And I so wish that it would have been explained and touched

upon.But as their journey progressed, something was blatantly missing. Rob. My heart ached for

Rob and Scar to meet up and be back together again! I just wanted them to have another kiss,

another stolen moment, another time where they could be happy. And ohhhhhh what I got was SO

much more than I ever could have wanted. I was beyond ecstatic with how Scar and Rob's love

transformed and those scenes were definitely my favorite moments in this book. Both of them were

brave, fearless when needed, and brought so much good into the world that they deserved each

other. They were the best pairing I have ever seen in a Robin Hood story!
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